Abstract: Quality improvement practice (QIP), as a competitive strategy, is increasingly vital for auto factories to improve the product quality and brand reputation. Quality activity on selected automotive parts among a variety of competing candidates is featured by prioritization calculation. It arouses our interest how to select the appropriate auto part to perform quality improvement action based on the collected data from the after-sale source. Managers usually select the QIP part by the rule of thumb that is based on the quantitative criterion or the subjective preference of individuals. The total quality management (TQM) philosophy requires multiple stakeholders' involvement, regarded as a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) issue. This paper proposes a novel hybrid MCDM framework to select the best quality improvement solution combining the subjective and objective information. The rough set-based attribute reduction (RSAR) technique was employed to establish the hierarchy structure of influential criteria, and the decision information was collected with triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs) for its vagueness and ambiguity. In addition, the novel hybrid MCDM framework integrating fuzzy DEMATEL (decision making trial and evaluation laboratory) method, the anti-entropy weighting (AEW) technique and fuzzy VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) was developed to rank the alternatives with the combined weight of criteria. The results argue that the optimal solution keeps a high conformance with Shemshadi's and Chaghooshi's methods, which is better than the existing determination. Besides, the result analysis shows the robustness and flexibility of the proposed hybrid MCDM framework.
Introduction
Companies have considered quality as an inevitable and competitive strategy for improving products and services in the market, and "continuous quality improvement" plays an important role in the success and survival of auto enterprises, which are realized by the quality improvement practice, such as 8D, the six sigma tool and quality management techniques. The quality management innovation and sustainable action could create new value for brand generation and more marketing sales [1, 2] . Auto factories who can convert mistakes to success by giving life to learning from the past, especially from customers' feedback, will be the triumphs. The quality activities of six sigma projects and DMAIC (define-measurement-analysis-improvement-control) phase operations help the company select the most appropriate candidate by closeness ranking [16] . Mardani proposed a new hierarchical framework to prioritize the SMEs in terms of quality management practices based on the hybrid MCMD approach [3] . AHP as an effective method had been applied into quality management practice prioritization [4, 8] . The hybrid MCDM methodology integrating several basic MCDM techniques is explored to cope with the management practice, which makes full use of the advantages of different tools. Talib adopted AHP to recognize the TQM practice prioritization. Gandhi applied the combined approach of AHP and DEMATEL to the factors' evaluation of green supply chain management (GSCM) [27] . Mohammadshahi presented a review on the applications of the MCDM method in the quality areas. The review argued that the hybrid MCDM methods integrated with fuzzy-based techniques were the most popular and accounted for forty percent of the investigated references [28, 29] . The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) first proposed by Saaty had been proven to the most prevailing one that has been applied to many quality management practices, such as performance evaluation, quality index analysis and project prioritization [18, [29] [30] [31] . However, AHP assumes that the attributes are independent and fails to consider the interactions and dependencies between criteria. The fuzzy DEMATEL shows its advantage that it can be used to deal with subjective information, which helps decision makers to recognize the criteria interrelationship by a diagraph map. To reflect the objective information, the anti-entropy weighting technique is employed.
The fact in Chinese auto factories is that the quality department determined QIP part prioritization is based on failure frequency (R/1000). Faced with the ignorance of VOC information and a subjective method, the hybrid MCDM approach has been developed to prioritize the strategic QIP part making full use of post-sales' information. To fill the gap, a systematic analytical framework involving related departments with fuzzy-based techniques is employed, which is a contribution to the field of quality innovation and targeted to the audience of researchers and practitioners in quality management. The combined weight, including subjective and objective weights, is embedded into the fuzzy VIKOR method to identify the most critical failure part that should be prioritized for future quality improvement activity. The main contributions of the present research are as follows.
(1) This research provides an analytical framework using a novel hybrid MCDM approach for managers to prioritize the quality improvement program part, and the case application in a Chinese auto factory shows the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method. ( 2) The voice of customers (VOC) information has been taken into consideration for strategic QIP part prioritization, and the rough set-based attribute reduction (RSAR) technique is adopted to establish the criteria. (3) The combined weighting technique, including subjective and objective items, is employed based on fuzzy DEMATEL and the anti-entropy method, which is embedded into fuzzy VIKOR procedures to obtain the ranking order. (4) The application of fuzzy-based techniques facilitates managers investigating the evaluation information and implementing the proposed MCDM framework.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The novel hybrid MCDM framework and its implementation steps integrating fuzzy DEMATEL, anti-entropy and fuzzy VIKOR are explored to rank the objective alternatives in Section 2. A case application in a self-brand auto factory is presented in the subsequent section. The result discussion compared to the existing decision method and sensitivity analysis are conducted to verify the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed framework in Section 4. Finally, we close this paper by providing conclusions, limitations and the scope of future research.
Quality Improvement Part Selection Based on the Hybrid MCDM Approach
The purpose of this paper is to provide a solution methodology for quality improvement (QI) part selection from several alternatives with the combined weights of criteria taken into account. In this paper, the novel hybrid MCDM approach integrating fuzzy DEMATEL, the anti-entropy weight method and the fuzzy VIKOR technique has been employed to solve this issue with respect to multiple criteria considering the preferences and opinions of multiple parties.
The QI part selection is regarded as a typical MCDM problem. It has a representative panel
The multiple criteria are denoted as C =`C 1 , C 2 , ..., C j , . . . , C n˘, n ě 2. There are m failure part alternatives A " pA 1 , A 2 , . . . , A i , . . . A m q experiencing maintenance and complaints. The criterion weight has been divided into subjective and objective aspects; the interdependence between different criteria has been investigated; and the subjective weights of criteria are performed with the fuzzy DEMATEL technique, while the objective weights have been obtained based on the anti-entropy weight (AEW) method. The combined weights of criteria have been embedded into the fuzzy VIKOR procedure, which is used to obtain the ranking orders of alternatives. Let the fuzzy subjective weights of criteria be presented as . . , r w o n q. Let the ϕ value be the relative importance of the subjectivity, and the combination of the criterion weight r w c " p r w c 1 , r w c 2 , . . . , r w c j , . . . , r w c n q can be calculated based on the subjective weight and the objective weight.
Hierarchy Criteria Construction

Criteria Development
To understand the criteria better used in the selection of the QI part in the automotive industry, we review the related references. Three dimensions including nine criteria are identified based on failure, expenditure and voice of customers (VOC), as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Indicators for the quality improvement part selection issue.
Dimension
Criterion Description of Criterion Sources
Failure dimension Severity (a1)
The serious effect and influence of the certain failure mode or component with 10 rating scales [32, 33] Occurrence (a2) The failure frequency of parts/components reflected by the R/1000 index [32] [33] [34] Detection (a3) The ability to detect or recognize the failure [32, 33] Cost dimension Spare part price (a4)
The price of replacement part within the warranty period for the automotive organization belonging to the cost cluster [15] Warranty cost (a5)
Only the good part can lead to the profits; the index is related to the defect rate, production volume and total stage number variables [31, 34, 35] Cost per unit (a6)
The expenditure occurring within the warranty period for failure remedy and being the staple constituent of warranty cost [19, 36] Customer voice
Customer complaint (a7)
The occurrences of customer complaints that can be related to a specific non-conformance, reflected by the customer complaint code via the things go wrong (TGW) per 1000 index [31, 34, 37] Customer satisfaction (a8)
Satisfaction is linked to an evaluation or discrepancy between prior expectations and the actual (perceived) product performance [8, 34, 37] Things go wrong (a9)
The description of product or service non-conformance according to the maintenance experience, product failure without maintenance and minor issues [38] Note: There are two types of the criteria. HB means the-higher-the-better, and LB means the-lower-the-better [39, 40] . In this paper, the performance of the alternative with respect to criteria is described by "poor" or "good" terms instead of the actual meanings.
Criteria Establishment Using the Rough Set-Based Attribute Reduction Technique
In order to eliminate the redundant criteria, which may increase the complexity of decision making, the RSAR technique is adopted to construct the effective hierarchy index. The decision table is investigated through the investigation given by representatives. Let the decision table S " pU, A, D, f q, and D is the decision attribute [41] .
The decision table has collected the decision making considerations of different departments given by its representative. The Boolean variable is used to reflect whether the attribute has been chosen by the representative. When the value equals one, it means the attribute is selected as a crucial indicator for QI part selection and vice versa. The knowledge is presented in Table 2 , which is conducted on attribute reduction by the Rosetta software. After the operation by the SAVGeneticReducer module, we obtain the effective indicators, as well as the hierarchy criteria structure for QI part selection. 
The Hybrid MCDM Framework for QI Part Selection
Suppose x kij is the performance rating of the i-th alternative with respect to the j-th criterion given by the k-th representative, and λ k is the relative importance of each decision maker, which satisfies
In this section, we explore the novel hybrid MCDM approach that integrates fuzzy DEMATEL, anti-entropy and fuzzy VIKOR techniques to resolve the QI part selection problem for continuous quality improvement practice.
The Fuzzy VIKOR Approach Integrated with the Combined Weighting Technique
In order to prioritize the quality improvement part by making full use of evaluation information, we proposed the novel hybrid MCDM method, which used combined weight, including subjective and objective items, to reflect the criteria's relative importance. The triangular fuzzy number (TFN) is utilized to deal with the qualitative information, including the preferences and opinions of representatives, as well as the evaluation information of failure parts with respect to qualitative criteria. Due to the multiple criteria and their interaction, the fuzzy DEMATEL technique is introduced to get the subjective weight of criteria. In addition, the anti-entropy weight (AEW) method is employed to obtain the objective weight of a criterion based on the decision information given by a representative panel. After we obtained the combined weights of criteria via the weighted average operation, the VIKOR technique is conducted to rank the alternatives by comprehensive utility value Q [42] . The integrated hybrid MCDM framework and the implementation procedure are as Figure 1 shows.
Implementation Steps of the Proposed Method
The prioritization ranking of the QI part alternative subject to the multi-criteria is obtained by the sequence of the calculated index S i , R i and Q i . The solution based on the minimum S i reflects the maximum group utility, while the solution obtained by the minimum R i demonstrates the minimum individual regret. The Q i evaluation index is the most widely used to obtain the compromising solution. The step details of the proposed framework are implemented as follows.
Step 1: Establishment of the QIP part set for quality reform alternatives (Pareto chart technique). The failure part alternatives are obtained from the global quality research system via maintenance statistics and questionnaire investigation (qualitative information). The five expert representatives must be good in the related research area, such as quality improvement, cost analysis, post-sales management, etc. In the investigated organization of this paper, the five expert panels are the chief executive officer (CEO), managers in R&D, manufacturing factory, marketing and the quality department. Step 2: Criteria selection based on the RSAR technique [43] . In order to obtain the core criteria, the genetic attribute reduction SAVGeneticReducer module has been adopted based on the Rosetta software.
For the conditional attribute
is satisfied, then the index will be regarded as redundant for the knowledge system or the attribute will be necessary and independent. The RSAR operation is conducted, and the parameters of SAVGeneticReducer are as follows:
Crossover rate: pc = 0.3; mutation rate: pm = 0.05; Initial population size: M0 = 70; maximum population size: M = 256; The optimal solution not terminating the number of iterations: N = 30; Weighting coefficient: = 0.4 After the attribute reduction operation by Rosetta, the reduced criteria (a1, a2, a5, a6, a8, a9) are selected. The hierarchy structure with six influential criteria has been developed as Figure 2 illustrates. Step 2: Criteria selection based on the RSAR technique [43] . In order to obtain the core criteria, the genetic attribute reduction SAVGeneticReducer module has been adopted based on the Rosetta software.
For the conditional attribute a i P A, if the formula IND (A) = IND (A´{a i }) is satisfied, then the index a i will be regarded as redundant for the knowledge system or the attribute a i will be necessary and independent. The RSAR operation is conducted, and the parameters of SAVGeneticReducer are as follows:
Crossover rate: pc = 0.3; mutation rate: pm = 0.05; Initial population size: M 0 = 70; maximum population size: M = 256; The optimal solution not terminating the number of iterations: N = 30; Weighting coefficient: α " 0.4
After the attribute reduction operation by Rosetta, the reduced criteria (a1, a2, a5, a6, a8, a9) are selected. The hierarchy structure with six influential criteria has been developed as Figure 2 illustrates. Step 3: Data collection. The corresponding linguistic variables of initial direct effect between the criteria and decision information of alternatives are investigated, given by the representative panel. Assume = ( , , ) is the triangular fuzzy number, and the membership function is illustrated as Figure 3 shows. ( )
In addition, the rating sales of qualitative linguistic variables and the corresponding TFNs of initial direct influence information and evaluation data are presented in Table 3 [44] and Table 4 [45] . The collected linguistic variables would be transferred to TFNs based on the following tables. Step 3: Data collection. The corresponding linguistic variables of initial direct effect between the criteria and decision information of alternatives are investigated, given by the representative panel.
U˘i s the triangular fuzzy number, and the membership function is illustrated as Figure 3 shows.
In addition, the rating sales of qualitative linguistic variables and the corresponding TFNs of initial direct influence information and evaluation data are presented in Tables 3 and 4 [45] . The collected linguistic variables would be transferred to TFNs based on the following tables. Step 3: Data collection. The corresponding linguistic variables of initial direct effect between the criteria and decision information of alternatives are investigated, given by the representative panel. Assume = ( , , ) is the triangular fuzzy number, and the membership function is illustrated as Figure 3 shows. ( )
In addition, the rating sales of qualitative linguistic variables and the corresponding TFNs of initial direct influence information and evaluation data are presented in Table 3 [44] and Table 4 [45] . The collected linguistic variables would be transferred to TFNs based on the following tables. 
Linguistic Variables for Rating Alternatives Corresponding TFNs
Very poor (VP) (0,1,3) Poor (P) (1,3,5) Moderate (M) (3,5,7) Good (G) (5,7,9) Very good (VG) (7, 9, 10) Step 4: Aggregation of the gathered evaluation information. The fuzzy weighted decision matrix r A rmˆns`r x ij˘a nd initial direct-effect weighted fuzzy matrix r P rnˆns`r p ij˘w ould be generated based on the fuzzy aggregation and fuzzy weighted operators.
is the performance rating of the i-th alternative with respect to the j-th criterion given by the k-th expert, and λ k is the relative importance of each decision maker, which satisfies
ijk¯i s the comparison result of the direct effect that C i on C j by expert k. Fuzzy aggregations are conducted to integrate the decision information of representatives through the following two fuzzy operators (Equations (2) and (3)).
where A 1 " pa 1 , b 1 , c 1 q and A 2 " pa 2 , b 2 , c 2 ) are two triangular fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy aggregation of the judgments of the representatives' panel is generated as the following formulas (Equations (4) and (5)):
The fuzzy aggregated decision matrix r A and fuzzy initial direct-effect averaged matrix r P are: Step 5: Fuzzy subjective weight of criteria based on the fuzzy DEMATEL technique [46] . The normalized direct-effect fuzzy matrix r N would be obtained by Equation (6) and, then, the total-effect fuzzy matrix r T by Equation (7).
Based on the total-effect fuzzy matrix, we can obtain the sum of rows and columns expressed as r D i and r R i by Equations (8) and (9) 
denotes the degree of the targeted attribute role that the factor plays in the network system and p r D i´r R i q de f means net effect that the element contributes to the network system [47] . The subjective weight of criteria would be obtained by Equation (10) .
Step 6: The defuzzification operation has adopted the graded mean integration representation (GMIR) method as the following general operation in Formula (11) [40] . Then, the fuzzy average decision matrix would be transferred to the matrix with crisp values, as well as the fuzzy combined weights of criteria.
Step 7: Fuzzy objective weight of criteria based on the fuzzy anti-entropy weighting (AEW) technique [33] . The normalization operation is performed by Equation (12), and the anti-entropy of each criterion item is calculated by Equation (13) . Then, we can obtain the fuzzy objective weights through Equation (13) .
e j "´k
1´r e j ř n j"1`1´r e j˘(
14)
Step 8: Fuzzy combined weight r w c " pr w c 1 , r w c 2 , . . . , r w c j , . . . , r w c n q calculation. Let the relative weight of the subjectivity item be ϕ. The integrated weights of criteria are formed by Equation (15) with subjective and objective weights taken into consideration. Step 9: Establishment of the best fj and the worst fj solution for each criterion.
fj " # maxx ij , the higher the better min x ij , the less the better , fj " # minx ij , the higher the better maxx ij , the less the better
Step 10: The calculation on the maximum group utility values S i and the minimum individual regret value R i for every alternative by Equations (17) and (18) .
Step 11: Compute the overall distance of alternatives from the ideal solution (comprehensive utility value Q i ) by Equation (19) .
where S´" max
, 1q is the weight of consideration for maximum group utility and the 1´v is the relative importance of individual regret. Obliviously, the value of v can represent the attitude and preference of the representative panel.
Step 12: The best solution of the QI part from the ascending orders is based on the S, R and Q values. The candidate A p1q will be regarded as the compromising solution (the alternative with minimum comprehensive group utility value Q), if the following two conditions (acceptance advantage and its stability) can be satisfied: C1 (acceptable advantage): The following formula Q´A p2q¯´Q´Ap1q¯ě DQ should be satisfied.
Additionally, A p2q is the second alternative in the ranking sequence by the Q value, and DQ = 1/(m´1).
C2 (acceptable stability in decision making): The alternative A p1q must also be the best ranked by S or R. This compromise solution is stable within a decision making process, which could be: "voting by majority rule" (when v > 0.5 is needed), or "by consensus" v = 0.5, or "with veto" v < 0.5.
If one of the conditions is not satisfied, then a set of compromise solutions is proposed, consisting of two situations, that is:
(1) Alternatives A p1q , A p2q , . . . , A pmq will be the compromise solutions if the condition C1 is not satisfied; while A pmq is decided by the formula Q´A pmq¯´Q´Ap1q¯ă DQ for maximum m (the alternatives ranking are "in closeness"). (2) Alternatives A p1q and A p2q will fall into the compromise solution set if the condition C2 is not satisfied.
Case Application
In this section, we are going to put forward a numerical case to illustrate the application of the integrated method. A practical application of strategic part prioritization for QIP in an automotive organization (CA Co. Ltd., Chongqing, China) is presented located in Chongqing, China. The company is a famous vehicle-assembly enterprise with various products, like sports utility vehicles (SUV), multi-purpose vehicles (MPV), cars and vans, who has an increasing tendency to focus on the CQIP, quality improvement and brand construction. Although this company targets the part with the highest failure frequency (obtained from after-sales department feedback) as the quality improvement objective, the decision making on QI part selection does not consider the judgement of other departments. In addition, the feedback information via the customer complaint codes (CCCs) statistic has not been adopted. To be effective in continuous quality improvement, the case enterprise wished to develop a systematic approach of selecting the best QI part with limited resources based on collected information and questionnaire data through its global quality research system (GQRS). In view of this, the proposed hybrid MCDM framework was explored to evaluate the priority of the QI part and to select the best one comprehensively considering the judgements of multiple departments and evaluation information.
Data Collection and Experiment Parameters
The seven failure parts of the top 10 are evaluated in terms of the established six criteria (Figure 4) . The other three objectives are customer complaint codes, for which it is difficult to attribute the failures to a certain part. For confidentiality issues, the realistic information was not presented in this paper, and the linguistic variables were given by the representatives based on the comparison of the failure report and the post-sale's report obtained from the global quality research system (GQRS). In addition, the linguistic variables of alternatives with respect to each criterion and the fuzzy initial direct-effect comparison between criteria are provided in the Appendix tables. From the implementation stages of the hybrid MCDM framework, there are three parameters that affect the ranking result, namely the representative's weight λ k , the relative importance of the subjective weight ϕ and the group utility weight v. In order to explore the robustness of the proposed hybrid framework, there are several scenarios (Tables 5-7 ) settled for sensitivity analysis on these three parameters for the best QI part choice when the decision parameters vary. 
The Best QI Solution Generation
Assume the relative importance of each representative is equal (λ i " 0.2), and ϕ = 0.5, v = 0.5. The implementation stages are conducted to perform the novel hybrid MCDM framework. Additionally, we obtain the ranking orders of the seven quality improvement part alternatives presented in Table 8 by decreasing sequence of S, R and Q value. Note: The data in "()" mean the prioritization ranking of each alternative.
In addition, the two conditions on the acceptance advantage and stability of the methodology are verified:
(1) Q (A7)´Q (A6) = 0.2479 > 0.167, which satisfied the acceptance condition. (2) The top priority by S, R and Q is always alternative A6.
The presented result in Table 8 argues that the best choice for the quality improvement part is A2 based on the S, R and Q values. The ranking order and the specific priority sequence is A6 > A7 > A1 > A5 > A3 > A4 > A2 based on comprehensive group utility value Q.
Results and Findings
Solutions Compared to the Existing Selected QI Part
The ranking order of alternatives obtained by the proposed VIKOR-based method is A6 > A7 > A1 > A5 > A3 > A4 > A2; while the existing decision making process by the CA quality department is based on the C2 criteria (R/1000), and its ranking order was A3 > A6 > A2 > A5 > A1 > A7 > A4. As the calculation result presented above, the alternative part A6 has a top priority for quality improvement instead of the candidate A3 determined as the first priority by the Pareto chart. Even though the A3 alternative shows its priority on criteria C2 (R/1000), the weakness on other criteria, such as C6 (TGW/1000), contributes to the poor performance of the overall indicator. The decision process was implemented in the CA auto factory for its quality improvement practice, and the outcome of the two different decision philosophies is presented in the following figure. We aim at exploring the performance comparison of the two key indexes of failure frequency per thousand vehicles (R/1000) and things go wrong per thousand (TGW/1000) cars in three service months. The ranking order of alternatives obtained by the proposed VIKOR-based method is A6 > A7 > A1 > A5 > A3 > A4 > A2; while the existing decision making process by the CA quality department is based on the C2 criteria (R/1000), and its ranking order was A3 > A6 > A2 > A5 > A1 > A7 > A4. As the calculation result presented above, the alternative part A6 has a top priority for quality improvement instead of the candidate A3 determined as the first priority by the Pareto chart. Even though the A3 alternative shows its priority on criteria C2 (R/1000), the weakness on other criteria, such as C6 (TGW/1000), contributes to the poor performance of the overall indicator. The decision process was implemented in the CA auto factory for its quality improvement practice, and the outcome of the two different decision philosophies is presented in the following figure. We aim at exploring the performance comparison of the two key indexes of failure frequency per thousand vehicles (R/1000) and things go wrong per thousand (TGW/1000) cars in three service months. The performance roadmap of the two key indicators R/1000 and TGW/1000 is presented in Figure 4 . The zone in the dashed line area means the quality improvement practice on the selected part (A3 by CA's presenting method and A6 by the proposed MCDM approach). Before the activity is conducted, both failure frequency (R) and customer complaints (TGW) are very high. With the implementation of QIP on the selected objective, the quality indicators are improved. In addition, the R/1000 and TGW/1000 indicators are reduced dramatically by performing QIP on the MCDM component (A6) rather than the previous decision alternative (A3), because it may be invalid to improve the customer complaints (TGW) index by quality improvement practice on the previous solution.
The Best Choice Compared to Shemshadi's and Chaghooshi's Method
In order to verify the proposed hybrid MCDM framework, we perform the result analysis compared to Shemshadi's and Chaghooshi's method [46, 48] , respectively (Table 9 ). The performance roadmap of the two key indicators R/1000 and TGW/1000 is presented in Figure 4 . The zone in the dashed line area means the quality improvement practice on the selected part (A3 by CA's presenting method and A6 by the proposed MCDM approach). Before the activity is conducted, both failure frequency (R) and customer complaints (TGW) are very high. With the implementation of QIP on the selected objective, the quality indicators are improved. In addition, the R/1000 and TGW/1000 indicators are reduced dramatically by performing QIP on the MCDM component (A6) rather than the previous decision alternative (A3), because it may be invalid to improve the customer complaints (TGW) index by quality improvement practice on the previous solution.
In order to verify the proposed hybrid MCDM framework, we perform the result analysis compared to Shemshadi's and Chaghooshi's method [46, 48] , respectively (Table 9 ). The Q value and ranking results by different methods are presented in the above table, which argues that A6 is the best quality improvement component. Then, calculated ranking orders by the proposed MCDM framework show high conformance with Chaghooshi's method, which testify to the effectiveness of the proposed procedure. While the ranking orders of A3, A4 and A5 show a tiny fluctuation between Shemshadi's and the proposed method, it definitely does not influence the best selection. In addition, the proposed MCDM shows its high flexibility on decision making by combing the subjectivity and objectivity.
Sensitivity Analysis
In order to investigate the robustness of the hybrid MCDM approach, the sensitivity analysis is performed in this part. We want to explore the ranking result of alternatives and the stability of the best solution when the three parameters (λ, ϕ andv) vary.
(1) Sensitivity analysis on the decision makers' weights λ:
The parameter λ reflects the relative importance of the representative during the decision making process, which may affect the best solution. In order to investigate the stability of decision results, we try to explore the ranking orders of the five alternatives, including the first two (A6, A7), the last two (A4, A2) and the A3 part (determined by the quality department), illustrated in Figure 5 . The Q value and ranking results by different methods are presented in the above table, which argues that A6 is the best quality improvement component. Then, calculated ranking orders by the proposed MCDM framework show high conformance with Chaghooshi's method, which testify to the effectiveness of the proposed procedure. While the ranking orders of A3, A4 and A5 show a tiny fluctuation between Shemshadi's and the proposed method, it definitely does not influence the best selection. In addition, the proposed MCDM shows its high flexibility on decision making by combing the subjectivity and objectivity.
In order to investigate the robustness of the hybrid MCDM approach, the sensitivity analysis is performed in this part. We want to explore the ranking result of alternatives and the stability of the best solution when the three parameters (λ, φ and ) vary.
The parameter λ reflects the relative importance of the representative during the decision making process, which may affect the best solution. In order to investigate the stability of decision results, we try to explore the ranking orders of the five alternatives, including the first two (A6, A7), the last two (A4, A2) and the A3 part (determined by the quality department), illustrated in Figure 5 . As Figure 5 shows, the best choice of the quality improvement part is A6, and the last ranking alternative is A2. The second ranking part A7 shows its backward ranking trend from the SA7 experiment scenario; however, it still shows its priority compared to the A3, A4 and A2 alternatives, which would be considered as the "8D" objectives. Due to the different combined solutions of the decision maker's weight, the ranking order of A3, A4 shows their fluctuation; the same situations occurred in other parts (A1 and A5). However, the best selection (A6) and worst alternative (A2) keeps high stability, and the best one definitely is not the existing determination result (A3). The fluctuations of decision results on ranking order are due to the different considerations and discrepant preferences of decision makers (varying λ).
(2) Sensitivity analysis on the relative importance of subjectivity item φ:
The parameter φ reflects the relative importance of subjectivity. As the hybrid MCDM framework conducts the decision process from the subjective and objective perspectives, there is a trade-off between these two considerations. This parameter could reflect the preference of the decision maker, which also shows the flexibility of the decision making by adjusting the specific value. The ranking orders of all alternatives and the variation of the best solution are presented in Figure 6 . As Figure 5 shows, the best choice of the quality improvement part is A6, and the last ranking alternative is A2. The second ranking part A7 shows its backward ranking trend from the SA7 experiment scenario; however, it still shows its priority compared to the A3, A4 and A2 alternatives, which would be considered as the "8D" objectives. Due to the different combined solutions of the decision maker's weight, the ranking order of A3, A4 shows their fluctuation; the same situations occurred in other parts (A1 and A5). However, the best selection (A6) and worst alternative (A2) keeps high stability, and the best one definitely is not the existing determination result (A3). The fluctuations of decision results on ranking order are due to the different considerations and discrepant preferences of decision makers (varying λ).
(2) Sensitivity analysis on the relative importance of subjectivity item ϕ:
The parameter ϕ reflects the relative importance of subjectivity. As the hybrid MCDM framework conducts the decision process from the subjective and objective perspectives, there is a trade-off between these two considerations. This parameter could reflect the preference of the decision maker, which also shows the flexibility of the decision making by adjusting the specific value. The ranking orders of all alternatives and the variation of the best solution are presented in Figure 6 . The above figure shows the ranking variation of each alternative part in 11 established scenarios. The stable ranking order of each alternative demonstrates the high robustness of the proposed method, and the best quality improvement part is always A6. With increasing of the subjectivity attention, candidate A3 shows the backward tendency in the ranking sequences. Even if there is a tiny fluctuation for A3 and A5, the last four ranking orders show the stability on A3, A5, A4 and A2.
(3) Sensitivity analysis on group utility weight v:
The parameter v means the group utility weight compared to the individual regret consideration, which reflects the optimistic degree and preference of the decision maker. The decision results in different established scenarios are presented in Figure 7 . As can be seen in Figure 7 , the best choice for the quality improvement part is A6, as well. The ranking orders of the seven alternatives show the stability, except the tiny fluctuation of the A3 and A4 alternatives, and the ranking orders of the two alternative parts (A3 and A4) show their interaction with different considerations on individual regret and group utility. All in all, similar to the sensitivity analysis result in Figure 6 , the last three alternatives are always A3, A4 and A2, which means it is not necessary to perform the quality improvement activity on these three parts. In order to improve the quality indicators, those alternatives, like A6, A7 and A1, would be selected as the objectives of "8D" or "six sigma" for the quality improvement.
Conclusions
Research Originality: Theoretical and Practical Implications
It is the quality improvement activity on failure components or the customer complaint code that increases customer satisfaction. The quality department decides to perform improvement activity on the selected alternative based on the failure frequency performance and the Pareto chart The above figure shows the ranking variation of each alternative part in 11 established scenarios. The stable ranking order of each alternative demonstrates the high robustness of the proposed method, and the best quality improvement part is always A6. With increasing of the subjectivity attention, candidate A3 shows the backward tendency in the ranking sequences. Even if there is a tiny fluctuation for A3 and A5, the last four ranking orders show the stability on A3, A5, A4 and A2.
The parameter v means the group utility weight compared to the individual regret consideration, which reflects the optimistic degree and preference of the decision maker. The decision results in different established scenarios are presented in Figure 7 . The above figure shows the ranking variation of each alternative part in 11 established scenarios. The stable ranking order of each alternative demonstrates the high robustness of the proposed method, and the best quality improvement part is always A6. With increasing of the subjectivity attention, candidate A3 shows the backward tendency in the ranking sequences. Even if there is a tiny fluctuation for A3 and A5, the last four ranking orders show the stability on A3, A5, A4 and A2.
Conclusions
Research Originality: Theoretical and Practical Implications
It is the quality improvement activity on failure components or the customer complaint code that increases customer satisfaction. The quality department decides to perform improvement activity on the selected alternative based on the failure frequency performance and the Pareto chart As can be seen in Figure 7 , the best choice for the quality improvement part is A6, as well. The ranking orders of the seven alternatives show the stability, except the tiny fluctuation of the A3 and A4 alternatives, and the ranking orders of the two alternative parts (A3 and A4) show their interaction with different considerations on individual regret and group utility. All in all, similar to the sensitivity analysis result in Figure 6 , the last three alternatives are always A3, A4 and A2, which means it is not necessary to perform the quality improvement activity on these three parts. In order to improve the quality indicators, those alternatives, like A6, A7 and A1, would be selected as the objectives of "8D" or "six sigma" for the quality improvement.
Conclusions
Research Originality: Theoretical and Practical Implications
It is the quality improvement activity on failure components or the customer complaint code that increases customer satisfaction. The quality department decides to perform improvement activity on the selected alternative based on the failure frequency performance and the Pareto chart tool. However, how to select an appropriate failure component for QIP is crucial for the auto factory from the listed alternatives. The existing solution leads to the decrease of R/1000, but fails to improve the TGW and customer satisfaction criteria. Besides, the total involvement of TQM suggests to us to focus much on the feedback of product utilization by customers, as well.
In order to improve the situation, the novel hybrid MCDM framework for the strategic quality improvement part selection problem was developed integrating fuzzy DEMATEL, anti-entropy and the fuzzy VIKOR technique. The combined weight of criteria, including subjective and objective items, is embedded into the typical fuzzy VIKOR procedure to obtain the ranking orders. The ranking results show their high conformance with Shemshadi's and Chaghooshi's method by taking the subjectivity and objectivity into account. Through the result analysis, the R/1000 and TGW/1000 criteria have been improved dramatically compared to existing decision methods. In addition, the proposed framework shows the flexibility of decision making by adjusting the decision parameters, and the sensitivity analysis shows its robustness.
Managers would adopt the proposed MCDM framework to decide the QIP part integrating multiple representatives' opinions instead of a monopoly determination, especially when the resource is limited. Those failure parts with high priorities need quality improvement action compared to those parts ranking as inferior.
Limitations and Future Research
The hybrid MCDM framework is designed and implemented in an auto factory, while the validity of the methodology in different applied environments and organizations needs to be discussed and verified, as well as the established hierarchy criteria structure. In addition, we also could realize the dynamic selection by integrating the evaluation information of different time spans. With the development of intelligent decision making techniques, in order to improve the rationality and objectivity of the decision information, the evaluation matrix can be obtained intelligently from more involvements. The computer-based techniques and management information system (global quality research system and warranty information system) also could be integrated and developed to put the intelligence selection into practice in the future.
